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Welcome to Heritage Ceramics, where we celebrate the beauty of tile
craftsmanship and stay on top of the latest trends in the industry. 

 
In this blog post, we will explore the most recent and trending tile designs that will

enhance your living spaces and captivate your senses. 
 

From textured and tactile tiles to nature-inspired aesthetics, we've got you covered. 
 

Let's dive in!

EMBRACE THE LATEST TILE
TRENDS WITH HERITAGE

CERAMICS

STUDIO - BYBLOS BIANCO
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1 .  TOUCHABLE TEXTURES AND TACTILE  PATTERNS:  
ADDING DIMENSION AND MOVEMENT

Textured and tactile tiles are gaining popularity due to their ability to create visual
interest and add a unique character to any space. These tiles invite touch and

provide a sensory experience that goes beyond the visual. With Heritage Ceramics'
Nordic and Reef Series, you can achieve a captivating and dynamic ambiance.

https://heritageceramics.com/product-
category/studio/series-nordic/

STUDIO - NORDIC ASH SHAPE - REEF WARM

https://heritageceramics.com/pro
duct-category/shape/series-reef/

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/shape/series-reef/


Heritage Ceramics' Bari, Nordic, and Shine Series perfectly embody the Stone
Surge trend, which embraces earthy textures and hues reminiscent of natural
stone. Inspired by the rugged beauty of rocks and mountains, these tiles bring
an organic touch to your interior design. With their realistic textures and warm

color palettes, the Bari, Nordic, and Shine Series create a cozy and inviting
atmosphere that seamlessly blends with any decor style.
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STONE INSPIRED RENAISSANCE:  
EMBRACE EARTHY TEXTURES AND HUES

SPACE - BARI SILVER

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/space/series-bari/

STUDIO - NORDIC SMOKE

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-nordic/

STUDIO - SHINE CENERE

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-shine/

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/space/series-bari/
https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-shine/


Experience the seamless fusion of the built environment and natural settings
by incorporating Heritage Ceramics' Aurora and Cliffstone Series into your

spaces. Mother Nature-inspired tiles blur the line between indoor and outdoor,
bringing a sense of tranquility and harmony. The Aurora and Cliffstone Series

capture the essence of nature's elements, allowing you to create a serene oasis
within your home. Let the beauty of nature surround you while enjoying the

comfort of your living space.
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NATURES EMBRACE:  
BLURRING THE BOUNDARIES

STUDIO - CLIFFSTONE MOKA

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-cliffstone/

SPACE - AURORA SMOKE

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/space/series-aurora/

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/space/series-aurora/


The Alleywood Series from Heritage Ceramics embraces the woodlook tile
trend, offering an ideal solution for projects that desire the timeless appeal of
wood but require the practicality and ease of maintenance that tiles provide.

With advancements in tile manufacturing techniques, Heritage Ceramics
brings you the authentic look and feel of wood, combined with the durability

and low maintenance of ceramic tiles. The Alleywood Series allows you to
achieve a warm and inviting ambiance without compromising on practicality.
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WOOD EMULATING T ILES:  
AUTHENTICITY WITH EASE OF MAINTENANCE

STUDIO - ALLEYWOOD GREY

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/studio-alleywood/

ETERNAL REFINEMENT TREND:  
T IMELESS SOPHISTICATION 

Enhance your spaces with the Gem Series from Heritage Ceramics, inspired by the
enduring elegance tile trend. These tiles creatively utilize naturally forming

striations to add depth and create a sense of sophistication. The Gem Series offers
a wide range of colors and patterns, allowing you to express your unique style

while enjoying the timeless beauty of these tiles. Create a luxurious and elegant
atmosphere that will stand the test of time.

STUDIO - GEMS CALACATTA ORO

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-gems/

https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/studio-alleywood/
https://heritageceramics.com/product-category/studio/series-gems/


At Heritage Ceramics, we understand the importance of staying up-to-date
with the latest tile trends to create inspiring and captivating spaces. 

 
Whether you prefer textured and tactile designs, nature-inspired aesthetics,

woodlook tiles, or enduring elegance, we have the perfect series to bring your
vision to life. 

 
Discover the endless possibilities for transforming your home. 

 
Elevate your interior design with Heritage Ceramics and enjoy the beauty and

functionality of our trendsetting tiles.
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CONCLUSION

FEATURED COLLECTIONS
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